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In Top Tools New from Snap-on:  
Snap-on releases new tools this month for a productive summer ahead 
 
KENOSHA, Wis. (June 11, 2019) – The latest tools from Snap-on are designed to jump-start your 
shop’s productivity.  
 
KA123 1/2" Drive 3-Row Post-Style Socket Trays – The multi-sized rows of the KA123 Series 
allows technicians to easily store and organize shallow, semi-deep and deep sockets. Each post has 
a large printed socket size for quick identification. The trays are designed for 1/2" drive chrome or 
impact sockets; the fractional trays cover sizes 3/8–1-1/4" while the metric trays cover 10 – 27 mm 
socket sizes. Trays are available in four of the most popular Snap-on® tool storage unit colors 
including black, red, electric orange and extreme green.  
 
CTLSH861 14.4 V MicroLithium 700 Lumen Shop Light – This two-in-one light, featuring a 700 
lumen bar and a 200 lumen spot light is guaranteed to illuminate the darkest jobs. The light bar has 
a four-hour run time at its highest brightness, with 14 hours at its lowest. Technicians can utilize the 
spot light for an entire shift with its extended run time. The visibility for every job can be controlled 
with the variable brightness switch and angled into five locked positions, while the individual switches 
provide convenient user interaction for each light. A low battery warning signals when the light has 
10 minutes of power remaining. The unit charges with the Snap-on® CTB8172BK or CTB8174 battery 
pack, which is sold separately. The CTLSH861 is IP64 resistant to water and dust infiltration.  
 
Find out more about these and other Snap-on tools and products by contacting your participating 
Snap-on franchisee or other representative, visiting www.snapon.com or calling toll-free 877-
SNAPON-4 (877-762-7664). 
 
About Snap-on Tools 
Snap-on Tools is a subsidiary of Snap-on Incorporated, a leading global innovator, manufacturer and 
marketer of tools, equipment, diagnostics, repair information and systems solutions for professional 
users performing critical tasks. Products and services include hand and power tools, tool storage, 
diagnostics software, information and management systems, shop equipment and other solutions 
for vehicle dealerships and repair centers, as well as for customers in industries, including aviation 
and aerospace, agriculture, construction, government and military, mining, natural resources, power 
generation and technical education. Snap-on Tools is one of the largest non-food franchise 
companies in the world, selling its products and services through franchisee, company-direct, 
distributor and internet channels.  Snap-on Incorporated, which was founded in 1920, is a $3.7 billion, 
S&P 500 company located in Kenosha, Wisconsin, with operations throughout the world. For 
additional information, visit www.snapon.com.    
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